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Theneural correlates of the processes involved in cueingmemory retrievalwere investigated
using ERPs to unstudied (new) items in a yes/no recognition test (direct memory task) and a
semantic judgement task (indirect memory task). Subjects encoded either pictures or
auditorywords andwere tested on visualwords.We replicated previous findings that ERPs to
correct rejections of new items in a yes/no recognition test differ according to the study
material, with ERPs to words encoded as pictures being more negative (relative to a average
mastoid reference) thanwords encoded auditorily [Hornberger,M.,Morcom,A.M., et al., 2004.
Neural correlates of retrieval orientation: effects of study-test similarity. J. Cogn. Neurosci. 16
(7), 1196–1210]. This difference was sustained from approximately 450–1200 ms. An effect of
studymaterial on the ERP to new items was found in the indirect memory task but was both
earlier onsetting and shorter lived, ca. 250–600ms. These findings add weight to the concept
of ‘retrieval orientation’ [Rugg, M.D., Wilding, E.L., 2000. Retrieval processing and episodic
memory. Trends Cogn. Sci. 4 (3) 108–115] – differential processing of retrieval cues according
to the form of the sought-for information – by showing that a putative ERP correlate of
retrieval orientation is restricted to direct memory tasks.

© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Memory researchers have long believed that episodic memory
retrieval is a consequence of interactions between retrieval cues
and stored memory representations. More specifically, it is
proposed that two conditions must be met during episodic
retrieval tomaximize the probability of these interactions. First,
onemust be in a certain cognitive state called “retrieval mode”,
and second, a cue must be effective in triggering memory
retrieval (Tulving, 1983). The effectiveness of retrieval cues was
already recognized in the principles of “transfer appropriate
processing” principle and “encoding specificity” (Tulving and
.
-cbu.cam.ac.uk (M. Hornb
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Thompson, 1973; Morris et al., 1977). In general terms, these
principles state that successful retrieval is a function of the
degree of overlap between the processes engaged at encoding
and those engaged at retrieval. Thus, retrieval cues are more
effective when they are processed in a manner that more
closely resembles the nature of the encoded information.

Further, it is proposed that, in order to increase the
likelihood of successful episodic retrieval, people can vary
how they process retrieval cues so as to align cue processing
with the demands of a particular retrieval goal (Rugg and
Wilding, 2000). These cognitive states are called “retrieval
orientations”, which are conceived as a fractionation of
erger).
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retrieval mode, although the precise relationship between
retrieval orientation and retrieval mode is yet to be
established (see Herron and Wilding, 2004). More explicitly,
it is proposed that, in contrast to the neural correlates of
retrieval mode, which can be observed by comparing
different classes of retrieval task (episodic versus non-
episodic), the neural correlates of different retrieval orienta-
tions can be investigated by comparing situations where the
same class of retrieval cue is used to search memory for
different kinds of information.

Early attempts to dissociate memory search processes
directed towards different kinds of information compared
different episodic retrieval tasks, e.g., tasks that did or did not
require retrieval of specific “source” information associated
with studied items (Johnson et al., 1997; Ranganath and Paller,
1999; Wilding, 1999; Wilding and Nobre, 2001). More recent
studies have sought to isolate retrieval orientation while
keeping the episodic retrieval task constant. More specifically,
several ways have been proposed to separate effects of
retrieval orientation from effects of the type of information
actually retrieved (“retrieval content”) (Rugg and Wilding,
2000). One way is to look at the cue-related activity preceding
the test item (e.g.,MorcomandRugg, 2002;HerronandWilding,
2004). Another way is to restrict analysis to unstudied items
(e.g., “new” items in a recognition memory paradigm). This
latter approachhas been adopted in several yes/no recognition
memory studies (Rugg et al., 2000; Robb and Rugg, 2002; Herron
and Rugg, 2003; Hornberger et al., 2004), of which two are
particularly relevant here (Robb and Rugg, 2002; Hornberger et
al., 2004).

In one study (Robb andRugg, 2002), subjects deeply encoded
either a list of pictures or a list of visual words. In a subsequent
test phase, subjects undertook yes/no recognition memory
tests with visual words as test material. Test difficulty was
manipulated factorially by varying study list-length and study
test delay to create ‘easy’ and ‘hard’ retrieval conditions for
each class of material. Strikingly, ERPs elicited by new test
words differed markedly according to whether items were
studied aswords or pictures, regardless of difficulty. The effect
onset around 250 ms post-stimulus and took the form of a
topographically widespread, temporally sustained negative-
going deflection (relative to an average mastoid reference) for
the picture condition relative to the word condition.

The findings support theproposal that theneural correlates
of retrieval cue processing vary according to the kind of
information being sought (Rugg and Wilding, 2000). However,
the design of the study did not allow a determination of
whether the ERP effect reflected the type of information sought
or the degree of similarity between study and test items. In
other words, it was not possible to determine whether the ERP
effect was a consequence of attempting to retrieve words
versus pictures (a study material effect) or of using cues that
differed in their physical similarity to the sought-for informa-
tion (a cue similarity effect).

To overcome this confound, a further study (Hornberger
et al., 2004) (Experiment 1) fully crossed the factors of study
material and retrieval cue similarity, including the two
conditions missing in the earlier design (Robb and Rugg,
2002) in which pictures rather than words served as
retrieval cues. Using this design, it was found that new-
item ERPs were more negative-going when the modality
between study and test did not match, regardless of the
test material employed (Hornberger et al., 2004). This
finding both replicated the results of the previous study
(Robb and Rugg, 2002) and indicated that the ERP ‘retrieval
orientation effects’ reported in that study are not material-
specific. In two further experiments, it was investigated
whether ERP retrieval orientation effects can be obtained
when cues do not physically resemble either class of study
material (i.e., they are not “copy cues”) (Hornberger et al.,
2004; Experiments 2 and 3). This was accomplished by
modifying the procedure of the earlier retrieval orientation
study (Robb and Rugg, 2002) such that the two classes of
study items comprised pictures and auditory words, while
the test items remained visual words. The results showed
an ERP effect to new items, onsetting between 300 and
400 ms, that was more negative-going ERP when studied
items were pictures than when study items were auditory
words. Accuracy and reaction time performance were
matched in this study, further supporting the conclusion
of the earlier study (Robb and Rugg, 2002) that the ERP
retrieval orientation effect does not reflect differences in
general difficulty between test conditions.

Together, the foregoing studies (see also Herron and Rugg,
2003) identify a putative ERP correlate of retrieval orientation.
If the ERP effect described in these studies is indeed a correlate
of the adoption of different retrieval orientations, it should
only be evident in circumstances calling for intentional
memory search, as in “direct” memory tasks. Specifically,
the effect would not be expected to occur for comparable items
in “indirect” memory tasks that do not require intentional
retrieval, i.e., make no reference to the study phase (Richard-
son-Klavehn and Bjork, 1988). Subjects should not process
items as retrieval cues in an indirect task because they are not
in “retrieval mode” (Tulving, 1983); hence, there should be no
difference in new item ERPs according to the nature of the
studied material. In other words, only a direct memory task,
which specifically requires subjects to adopt a retrieval mode
in order to retrieve previously studied information, should
reveal neural correlates of retrieval orientation according to
the study material. In contrast, an indirect memory task,
which has no requirement to refer to a previously study phase,
should fail to elicit either a retrieval mode or different retrieval
orientations. This hypothesis is tested in the present
experiment.

Based on a previous study (Hornberger et al., 2004), we used
visual words at test, and crossed the factor of study material
(auditory words versus pictures) with a new factor of retrieval
task (Direct versus Indirect). After each study phase, subjects
undertook either a yes/no recognition memory task (Direct
task) or a semantic discrimination task (Indirect task). For the
direct tasks, we expected to replicate the ERP retrieval
orientation effect earlier reported (Hornberger et al., 2004). By
contrast, we expected that this effect would not be evident
when new items in the indirect retrieval task conditions were
contrasted, in that mere exposure to test items encoded in
different modalities should not suffice to evoke retrieval
orientation processes when there is no episodic retrieval
requirement. In addition, we investigated general ERP differ-
ences between direct and indirect tasks, and differences in the
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ERP ‘old/new’ effects elicited in each task condition according
to the nature of the study material (different retrieval
contents).
2. Results

2.1. Behavioral data

Accuracy and RTs are shown in Table 1. For the two Direct
memory conditions, recognition accuracy was assessed using
the discrimination index Pr (pHit—pFalse Alarm; Snodgrass
and Corwin, 1998). These values were 0.79 (0.10) and 0.78 (0.12)
for the Auditory and Picture conditions respectively, which did
not differ reliably. In all subsequent analyses, Old and New
items in the Direct task are restricted to those that received
correct responses (i.e., hits and correct rejections respectively).
For the two Indirect memory conditions, accuracy of the
semantic judgments was close to ceiling, and in any case, the
size decision is debatable for some items. For these reasons, all
Old and New items were analyzed for the Indirect task.

RTs were subjected to a three-way ANOVA with factors:
retrieval task (Direct/Indirect), study material (Auditory/Pic-
tures), and study status (Old/New). There was a reliable in-
teraction between studymaterial and study status (F1,15 = 4.9,
P b 0.05), which appeared to be driven by slower responses to
New items in the Picture conditions. No other interactions
reached significance. Follow-up, planned comparisons on
New items showed a reliable difference between Picture and
Word conditions in the Direct task (F1,15 = 7.9, P b 0.05), but not
in the Indirect task (F b 1).

2.2. ERP data—New items only

Given our hypotheses concerning retrieval orientation, we
began by examining ERPs to New items only. These are shown
for Picture and Auditory conditions at selected electrode sites
and separately for Direct and Indirect tasks, in Fig. 1. Themean
Table 1 – Accuracy, reaction times (ms) and Pr (Hits—
False Alarms) as a function of study status (Old vs. New)
and retrieval task (direct vs. indirect) for each condition

Condition Accuracy (SD) RT (SD)

Old New Old New Pr

Direct retrieval task
Auditory word—visual

word
0.85
(0.09)

0.94
(0.05)

1035
(188)

1081
(237)

0.79

Picture—visual word 0.84
(0.11)

0.95
(0.03)

1035
(157)

1146
(243)

0.78

Indirect retrieval task
Auditory word—visual

word
– – 1038

(244)
1046
(233)

–

Picture—visual word – – 1027
(256)

1063
(231)

–

For the indirect task, accuracy of the semantic judgements was
close to 100% and ill-defined in some cases.
numbers of trials (range in brackets) forming individual
subjects' ERPs were 29 (18–35), 29 (21–34), 33 (28–35), and 31
(24–35) for the Direct-Auditory, Direct-Picture, Indirect-Audi-
tory and Indirect-Picture conditions respectively. The scalp
topographies for the difference between Auditory and Picture
conditions are shown in Fig. 3.

In the Direct task, ERPs from about 400 ms onwards were
more negative-going when pictures rather than auditory
words comprised the sought-for material, replicating our
previous findings (Hornberger et al., 2004). This difference
was widespread over the scalp and is apparent at all the
electrode sites illustrated in Fig. 1. In the Indirect task, ERPs
were also more negative-going in the Picture than the
Auditory condition. However, this difference occurred in an
earlier time window, from around 250 ms to 600 ms, and
appeared to be maximal at posterior sites.

These data were quantified by the measuring the mean
amplitude over the same latency regions as those employed in
earlier studies (Herron and Rugg, 2003; Hornberger et al., 2004):
100–300 ms, 300–600 ms, 600–900 ms, 900–1200 ms, and 1200–
1400 ms. These amplitudes were calculated for 18 electrodes
(see Fig. 2), factored by hemisphere (left/right), anterior–
posterior chain (frontal, central/anterior temporal, parietal/
posterior temporal), and inferior–superior chain (inferior,
middle, superior). These factors were combined with retrieval
task (Direct/Indirect) and study material (Auditory/Pictures)
for separate ANOVAs on each latency region. Significant
effects were followed up as necessary by subsidiary ANOVAs.
Degrees of freedom in all ANOVAs were corrected for non-
sphericity using the Geisser–Greenhouse procedure (Winer,
1971). Effects that do not involve the factors of study material
or retrieval task are of no interest in the current context and
are not reported. Effects are also only reported in the absence
of higher order interactions.

2.3. Amplitude analyses for each latency region

ANOVA of the 100–300 ms region revealed an interaction
between retrieval task, study material, anterior–posterior
chain, and inferior–superior chain (F2.2,32.3 = 3.3, P b 0.05).
Follow-up ANOVAs on Direct and Indirect tasks separately
revealed an interaction of study material with inferior–
superior chain that reached significance for the Indirect task
(F1.1,16.3 = 4.9, P b 0.05), reflecting a more negative-going,
central–posterior deflection in the Picture relative to Auditory
condition. The lack of a reliable effect of anterior–posterior
chain in the follow-up analysis of the Indirect task might be
due to the widespread distribution of the effect, which
probably only contrasted with the apparently more anterior
distribution in the Direct task (see Fig. 3) to give rise to the
four-way interaction in the overall analysis. Nevertheless,
there were no reliable effects in the Direct Task only in this
latency region.

ANOVA of the 300–600 ms region revealed an interaction
between study material and anterior–posterior chain
(F1.2,18.1 = 4.3, P b 0.05), most likely reflecting a continuation
of the more negative-going deflection in the Picture than
Auditory condition, maximal over posterior sites, but no
longer differing reliably as a function of retrieval task (Fig. 3).
The continuation of the earlier effect is also reflected by a



Fig. 1 – Grand-average ERPs waveforms (linked mastoids referenced) at selected sites (indicated by filled-in circles) for New
items in each condition; time scales ranges from −128 ms pre-stimulus to 2048 ms post-stimulus; positive amplitudes are
plotted upwards.
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marginal interaction of study material and inferior–superior
chain (F1.1,16.0 = 4.3, P = 0.051) in this latency region. Still, the
lack of a reliable three-way interaction of study material and
electrode chains prevents an unambiguous inference regard-
ing continuation of the effect. Furthermore, separate ANOVAs
on Auditory and Picture conditions confirmed a main effect of



Fig. 2 – EEGmontage: circles represent sites, with those used
in factorial analyses filled-in, encompassing the electrode
factors: anterior, central, and posterior; inferior, medial, and
superior; left and right hemisphere.
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retrieval task in each case (F1,15 = 13.2, P b 0.01; F1,15 = 9.8,
P b 0.01, respectively). There was also an interaction in the
main ANOVA between retrieval task, anterior–posterior chain
and inferior–superior chain, F2.4,35.5 = 3.8, P b 0.05. This
reflected more negative-going waveforms over all analyzed
sites in the Direct than Indirect task (also apparent for Old
items; see ahead to Fig. 6).

ANOVA of the 600–900ms region revealed an interaction of
study material and retrieval task (F1,15 = 5.5, P b 0.05).
Subsidiary ANOVAs on Direct and Indirect tasks separately
showed a main effect of study material only in the Direct task
(F1,15 = 14.9, P b 0.01), again reflecting a widespread, more
Fig. 3 – Scalp topographies for the effects of study material (Aud
(100–300 ms; 300–600 ms; 600–900 ms; 900–1200 ms). All spline
values of +2 μV to −2 μV, respectively.
negative-going deflection in the Picture than Auditory condi-
tion (Fig. 3). We note that there was also a continuation of the
earlier effect of retrieval task, with now less positive-going
waveforms over all sites in the Direct than Indirect task (Fig. 6).
The same main effect for retrieval task reached significance
for the Picture but failed to do so in the Auditory condition
(F1,15 = 9.6, P b 0.01; F1,15 = 2.9, P N 0.1, respectively).

For the 900–1200 ms region, ANOVA revealed an
interaction between study material, retrieval task, hemi-
sphere, and anterior–posterior chain (F1.8,27.3 = 3.5,
P b 0.05). Separate ANOVAs on Direct and Indirect tasks
gave rise to a main effect of study material only in the
Direct task (F1,15 = 8.1, P b 0.01), continuing the pattern in
the 600–900 ms window, although the initial interaction
and Fig. 3 suggest a more left hemispheric, central–
posterior distribution of the effect.

2.4. Amplitude analyses across latency region

The above analyses suggest an effect of study material
specific to the Indirect task early on (100–300 ms) and
specific to the Direct task later (600–1200 ms). However, the
two effects clearly overlap in time (e.g., from 300 to
600 ms). To formally test for a latency difference in the
two effects, we selected the latency region in which the
effect was maximal in the Indirect task (250–600 ms) and
the region when the effect was maximal in the Direct task
(450–850 ms). ANOVA including latency region as a further
factor revealed a reliable interaction between latency
region, retrieval task, and study material (F1,15 = 18.1,
P b 0.01), confirming the impression gained from the
outcome of the region-specific ANOVAs.

2.5. Task order effects

Although the order that subjects performed the Direct and
Indirect tasks was approximately counterbalanced across
itory–Pictures) on New items for each latency region
maps are displayed normalized to maximum and minimum
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subjects (after removal of those with insufficient numbers
of artifact-free trials), we were concerned that the effect of
study material on New items in the Indirect task might
only arise for subjects who performed the Indirect condi-
tions after the Direct conditions. In other words, the
experience of performing an episodic memory task might
bias subjects' behavior in the subsequent Indirect task,
such that they thought about whether each test item had
previously been studied, even though this was not relevant
to their task. To test this possibility, we split the subjects
into two groups according to the order that they performed
the Direct and Indirect tasks (one comprising 7 subjects, for
which the Direct task was first, and the other comprising 9
subjects, for which the Indirect task was first). ANOVAs
showed no interactions involving study material and this
additional “group” factor (or interactions involving retrieval
task and group), for any latency region.

In a further analysis, we contrasted the latency region with
biggest effect in the Direct and Indirect task (i.e., 250–600 ms;
450–850 ms) across the two groups. ANOVAs revealed no
interactions involving the factors of epoch (early versus late),
group (direct versus indirect first), and study material
(auditory versus pictures).

2.6. Topographic analysis—New items only

In addition to the above analyses of ERP amplitude, the
scalp topographies of the ERP effects of study material were
contrasted as a function of retrieval task. This analysis was
conducted on difference scores (Auditory–Picture condi-
tions) for all 29 electrodes sites, after re-scaling by the
mean min/max amplitudes over subjects, in order to
remove the confounding effects of differences in overall
amplitude (McCarthy and Wood, 1985). ANOVAs on these
scaled differences were performed with the factors of
retrieval task (Direct/Indirect) and electrode site (1–29) for
all latency regions revealing amplitude effects for the factor
of study material. However, no interactions between task
and site reached significance for any latency region
(Fs b 1.1, P N 0.36). We also conducted a topographical
analysis contrasting the early Indirect (250–600 ms) versus
the late Direct (450–850 ms) conditions, but this did not
reach significance either, F2.6,38.7 = 1.1, P = 0.36. Thus,
while the interactions with electrode factors in the earlier
amplitude analyses imply a different pattern of study
material effects across time over the scalp, we have no
evidence that these scalp differences reflect different
distributions of underlying neural generators.

2.7. ERP data—Old versus New items

To analyze the neural correlates of different ‘retrieval
contents’, we performed a similar set of analyses to those
described above but now including Old items. While New
items were analyzed separately to unconfound retrieval
orientation and retrieval content, the effects of retrieval
content cannot be examined by comparison of Old items
only because ERPs to Old items might also include effects of
retrieval orientation. Therefore, effects of retrieval content
were identified by the interaction between study material and
study status (i.e., Old versus New items). Nonetheless, it
should be noted that the analyses below are not independent
of those above, in that it is possible for a reliable interaction
involving study status to reflect effects specific to New items.

We were also interested in interactions between retrieval
task and study status, in order to ascertain that “Old–New”
effects that have been attributed to successful intentional
episodic retrieval (e.g., Rugg and Coles, 1995) were greater in
the Direct than Indirect tasks, as reported previously (Rugg
and Wilding, 2000).

The ERPs to Old items are shown in Fig. 4, superimposed
on those to New items (repeated from Fig. 1). The mean
numbers of trials (range in brackets) forming individual
subjects' ERPs to Old items were 26 (19–39), 25 (16–33), 32 (26–
35), and 32 (25–35) for the Direct-Auditory, Direct-Picture,
Indirect-Auditory, and Indirect-Picture conditions respective-
ly. The topographic distributions of the difference between
Old and New items are shown in Fig. 5. In the Direct task,
ERPs from 600–1200 ms were more positive-going over
parietal regions for Old than New items (i.e., Hits N Correct
rejections), replicating the basic “Old–New” effect (Rugg and
Coles, 1995). The effect was particularly marked for items
studied as pictures. Equivalent Old–New effects were not
apparent in the Indirect task, in which a small Old–New
difference of opposite polarity was apparent.

2.8. Amplitude analyses—Old versus New items

For reasons given above, we only report reliable interactions
involving studymaterial and study status or retrieval task and
study status, in the ANOVAs below. To aid interpretation, the
mean signal across all analyzed electrode sites for each
condition in each latency region is shown in Fig. 6.

ANOVA of the 100–300 ms region gave rise to one
interaction of interest: between retrieval task, study status,
anterior–posterior chain and inferior–superior chain
(F2.2,33.3 = 3.8, P b 0.05). Follow-up analyses showed revealed
an interaction between study status and anterior–posterior
chain in the Indirect task (F1.4,20.3 = 19.3, P b 0.001), but no
effects in the Direct Task. The posterior, negative-going Old–
New difference in the Indirect task appeared to be driven
mainly by New items in the Auditory condition (see Figs. 5 and
6) and is therefore probably influenced by the effect of study
material described earlier for New items only (no effects of
study material were found for Old items alone in the Indirect
task).

ANOVA of the 300–600 ms region showed interactions
between retrieval task, study status, and anterior–posterior
chain (F1.1,16.4 = 7.2, P b 0.05) and retrieval task, study status,
and inferior–superior chain (F1.2,17.7 = 10.1, P b 0.01). Follow-
up analyses revealed an interaction between study status and
inferior–superior chain in the Direct task (F1.2,17.8 = 6.7,
P b 0.05), and between study status and anterior–posterior
chain in the Indirect task (F1.2,17.6 = 4.9, P b 0.05). The former
reflected a central–posterior positive-going Old–New effect in
the Direct task; the latter reflected a continuation of the
posterior negative-going Old–New difference from the earlier
latency region, again seemingly driven mainly by New items
in the Auditory condition (no effects of study material were
found for Old items in the Indirect task). The main ANOVA for



Fig. 4 – Grand-average ERPs waveforms (linked mastoids referenced) at selected sites (indicated by filled-in circles) for
New and Old items in each condition; time scales ranges from −128 ms pre-stimulus to 2048 ms post-stimulus; positive
amplitudes are plotted upwards.
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300–600 ms also showed an interaction of study material,
study status, and anterior–posterior chain (F1.2,18.5 = 6.0,
P b 0.05). Subsidiary analysis of Old items alone revealed
showed no reliable effects of studymaterial however, Fs b 0.03,
Ps N 0.8. This suggests that the effect of study material was
driven by New items, i.e., likely to reflect the same effect
reported for the 300–600 ms region in the analysis of New
items above.



Fig. 5 – Scalp topographies as a function of retrieval task (direct versus indirect) and study status (Old versus New) for each
latency region (100–300ms; 300–600ms; 600–900ms; 900–1200ms). All splinemaps are displayed normalized tomaximumand
minimum values of +3.5 μV to −3.5 μV, respectively.
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ANOVA of the 600–900 ms region revealed interactions
between retrieval task, study status, and anterior–posterior
chain (F1.2,17.5 = 6.8, P b 0.05) and between retrieval task,
study status, and inferior–superior chain (F1.2,17.9 = 11.3,
P b 0.01). Follow-up analysis on the Direct task revealed an
interaction between study status and anterior–posterior
chain, between study status and hemisphere, and between
study status and inferior–superior chain (Fs N 5.0, Ps b 0.05).
These separate interactions appear to reflect a more positive-
going potential for Old than New items that wasmaximal over
left parietal scalp (as seen in Fig. 5), although the four-way
interaction of study status, hemisphere, and both electrode
chains was not reliable. There was also a main effect of study
material in the Direct task, F1,15 = 12.8, P b 0.005, with more
negative-going waveforms for Picture than Auditory condi-
tions. Follow-up analysis on the Indirect task revealed an
interaction between study status, hemisphere, and inferior–
superior site, F1.6,23.3 = 5.6, P b 0.05. This appeared to reflect
the continuation of the negative-going Old–New difference
described above. The main ANOVA for the 600–900 ms latency
region also showed an interaction of study material, study
status, and anterior–posterior chain (F1.5,22.1 = 15.2, P b 0.001).
Subsidiary ANOVA for Old items alone revealed an interaction
of studymaterial with anterior–posterior chain (F1.2,17.4 = 7.6,
P b 0.025), confirming that the effect was driven by Old as well
as New items.

Finally, for the 900–1200 ms latency region, ANOVA
revealed an interaction between retrieval task, study status
and inferior–superior chain (F1.3,20.0 = 7.3, P b 0.01). This again
reflected a larger parietal Old–New effect in the Direct than
Indirect Task (with a seemingly more bilateral distribution
than in the earlier latency region, Fig. 5). Follow-up ANOVA on
the Direct task alone revealed an interaction between study
status and studymaterial, F1,15 = 7.7, P b 0.05,which reflected a
larger Old–New effect for the Picture than Auditory condition.
Follow-up ANOVA on the Indirect task also revealed an
interaction between study status and study material, which
also interacted with anterior–posterior site, F1.2,17.7 = 8.0,
P b 0.01. This appeared to reflect the continuation of a less
positive-going waveform over posterior sites for Old than New
items in the Auditory condition (Figs. 5 and 6). The main
ANOVA for the 900–1200 ms latency region also showed an
interaction between study material, study status, and anteri-
or–posterior chain (F1.5,22.8 = 11.2, P b 0.001). Subsidiary
analysis of Old items alone showed an interaction between
study material and anterior–posterior chain (F1.5,22.0 = 12.8,
P b 0.001), confirming that the effect was driven by Old as well
asNew items (as reported in the same timewindowof theNew
items only analysis).

2.9. Summary of results

We can summarize the above results as follows. Firstly, we
replicated the ‘retrieval orientation’ effect of an earlier
study (Hornberger et al., 2004) in the Direct task. This
corresponds to the centrally maximal but widespread
negative-going deflection in the Picture relative to Auditory
condition from approximately 400–1200 ms. This deflection



Fig. 6 – Mean amplitudes across all analyzed electrode sites (indicated by filled-in circles) for all conditions and each of the 4
latency regions (100–300 ms; 300–600 ms; 600–900 ms; 900–1200 ms).
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appeared to occur for both Old and New items. Secondly,
we found an effect of study material in the Indirect task
with a statistically equivalent topography, but only lasting
from approximately 100–600 ms, and only apparent for New
items. Thirdly, we found an effect of retrieval task on New
items regardless of study material, which reflected a more
negative-going deflection in the Direct than Indirect task
from 300–900 ms that was maximal centrally. Finally, we
replicated the well-studied “Old–New effect” (Rugg and
Coles, 1995), reflecting more positive-going potentials from
300–1200 ms, maximal over central–parietal sites, for
(correct) Old than (correct) New items in the Direct task.
Furthermore, this “Old–New” effect was greater in the
Picture than Auditory condition during the later part of
this window (900–1200 ms).
3. Discussion

The data from the present direct memory task replicated the
‘retrieval orientation’ effect that we reported previously
(Hornberger et al., 2004). This effect – whereby the ERPs to
new items were more negative-going from around 400 ms
onwards when the surrounding old items were studied as
pictures than when surrounding old items were studied as
auditory words – was found in a recognition memory task.
This was expected because subjects in the direct memory task
are hypothesized to process test cues differently according to
whether they are constraining their search for pictures or for
auditory words.

We also found an effect of study material, with a similar
scalp topography, on new items in the indirect task. This task
makes no reference to the study phase, so according to our
hypothesis, there is no reason to expect the processing of new
test items to differ according to the study material. However,
the effect of study material in the indirect task was reliable
earlier (in the 100–300 ms window) than in the direct task.
Moreover, it was shorter lived, only being reliable for around
500ms, rather than for at least 900ms in thedirect task. Finally,
the effect in the indirect task occurred only for new items,
whereas the effect in the direct task occurred for both new and
old items, as might be expected for retrieval orientation
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(though it is possible that the amplitude differences for the old
items reflect differences in retrieval contents). Nevertheless,
we believe that the effects of study material in the direct and
indirect tasks reflect different processes, with only the former
showing ‘retrieval orientation’ processing as previously de-
scribed. We consider these processes in turn.

3.1. Retrieval orientation

The behavioral analysis revealed no significant difference
in accuracy between Picture and Auditory conditions in the
direct task, replicating previous results (Hornberger et al.,
2004). This is consistent with the claim that retrieval
orientation does not reflect differences in task difficulty
(Robb and Rugg, 2002). However, we did find longer reaction
times for new items in the Picture condition than in the
Auditory condition, so it is possible that different degrees
of effort or difficulty affected our results (see Dzulkifli et al.,
2004, for evidence that retrieval orientation effects are
greater under more difficult retrieval conditions). Nonethe-
less, other studies find no relationship between the size of
the retrieval orientation effect and differences in reaction
times (Rugg et al., 2000; Hornberger et al., 2004).

The ERP retrieval orientation effect replicated the findings
of previous studies (Robb and Rugg, 2002; Herron and Rugg,
2003; Hornberger et al., 2004). Precise functional interpretation
of the ERP retrieval orientation effect remains elusive howev-
er. In many models of recognition memory, even new items
are assumed to have some level of memory strength (e.g.,
some level of familiarity, Yonelinas, 2002, or, within global
matching models, some degree of match with the retrieval
cue; Clarke and Gronlund, 1996). Following the conclusion of
an earlier study (Hornberger et al., 2004), we suggest that the
retrieval orientation effect is not a simple function of the level
of memory strength associated with new items. Firstly, given
that test items (visual words) differed from either type of study
item (pictures or auditory words), it is not obvious why new
test items should differ in terms of memory strength as a
function of the study material. One possibility is that the
blocked nature of our study material manipulation caused an
overall difference inmemory strength of all test items, but this
would not explain the similar retrieval orientation effect
found for new items even when old items with different
study formats (words and pictures) were intermixed at test
(Herron and Rugg, 2003). Secondly, we found no evidence for a
familiarity effect in our ERP data (e.g., the ‘FN400’; Rugg et al.,
1998; Curran, 2000; Mecklinger, 2000; Curran and Cleary, 2003).
Moreover, this familiarity effect is more frontally distributed
than the retrieval orientation effect, which is centrally
distributed (as evident in Fig. 3).

We propose instead that the difference in new item ERP
waveforms in our direct memory task reflects differences in
the properties of retrieval cues that are emphasized in each
condition (cf. Hornberger et al., 2004). Given that there was no
visual overlap between retrieval cues and study items,
subjects would be expected to focus on the phonological,
lexical, or conceptual properties of the test words. For
example, subjects may have focused on the phonological or
lexical properties of the visual word test cues to a greater
extent when trying to retrieve auditory words than when
trying to retrieve pictures. Conversely, they may have focused
on the semantic or pictorial referents of the visual word test
cues to a greater extent when trying to retrieve pictures than
when trying to retrieve auditory words. Such constraining of
cue processing would be expected for both new and old items
(even if a memory is likely to be successfully retrieved only in
the latter case). Constraining the processing of retrieval cues
tomatch the encoded information should be beneficial, in that
it would increase the likelihood of successful recognition or
rejection of test items. However, the difference in ERP wave-
forms may not be dependent on the study material per se, but
rather a difference in the degree of cue constraint. More
specifically, the overlap of pre-semantic properties (e.g.,
lexical, phonological) between cue and study item in the
auditory condition should require less constrained cue
processing for a correct recognition judgement than in the
picture condition. In this case, the negative deflection of the
ERP waveform may reflect greater constraining of cue proces-
sing in the picture condition than in the auditory condition.
This proposal is consistent with the results of a previous
retrieval orientation study (Hornberger et al., 2004), where the
non-match condition was more negative-going than the
match condition, for both picture and word retrieval cues.

3.2. Effects of study material in the Indirect task

Weare less sure about the cause of the ERP difference between
new items in the Picture and Auditory conditions in our
Indirectmemory task. In principle, subjects should not adopt a
retrievalmode or specific retrieval orientation in Indirect tasks
because such tasks make no reference to a study phase.
Nonetheless, it would have been obvious to participants that
some of the test items had been presented as pictures or
auditory words in the previous study phase, implying that on
at least some trials study items were incidentally retrieved.
However, subject debriefing revealed no reports of intentional
retrieval of study items in the Indirect task or of changing
strategies across the experiment (e.g., as a function of study
material). We also failed to find an effect of the order that
subjects performed the Direct and Indirect tasks on any of the
ERP effects.

The effect of study material on the ERPs elicited by new
items in the Indirect task appeared to differ from the
material effect found for the Direct task. As already stated,
the effects were maximal at different latencies, with the
effect in the Indirect task occurring earlier than in the
Direct task. While we failed to find topographic differences
between the effects, we note that such analyses have low
power, and descriptively at least, the effect in the Indirect
task appeared to be distributed more posteriorly. Such an
early, posterior ERP effect resembles that associated with
cross-modality attention (e.g., Eimer and Schroger, 1998;
Talsma and Kok, 2001). Given that study material was
blocked, participants would have known whether items
were previously studied as pictures or words. This may
have biased their processing of test items (even though
such knowledge was irrelevant to their task). This bias may
have taken the form of differential allocation of attention
to the various attributes of the test items. For example,
participants who had just studied pictures may have been
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more likely to automatically image a test word than
participants who had just studied auditory words. However,
it remains unclear why this attentional difference was not
also seen for Old items.

3.3. Effects of retrieval task independent of study material,
and retrieval mode

We also found ERP differences between direct and indirect
tasks independent of study material (i.e., in both the Picture
and Auditory conditions). These differences arose between
300 and 600 ms in the form of greater negativity and in the
600–900 ms time window in form of less positive amplitudes
in the Direct task (see Amplitude analyses—Old versus New
items, and Fig. 6). The differences possibly reflect the
consequences of retrieval mode (Tulving, 1983), i.e., using
test items as cues to search memory for past episodes, rather
than for elaboration in the present. In our opinion, the effect
is unlikely to reflect the neural correlates of retrieval mode
itself, which is assumed to be a sustained state that exists
independently of the presentation of the test items. Several
ERP studies have investigated retrieval mode by time locking
to the onset of task cues presented prior to test items
(Morcom and Rugg, 2002; Herron and Rugg, 2003) or by
examining low-frequency EEG modulations across runs of
test items (Duzel et al., 1999). Of particular interest in the
present context is a study (Herron and Wilding, 2004) which
found cue-related ERP differences according to type of
retrieval task cued (semantic versus episodic retrieval) and
according to the type of sought-for information cued in the
episodic task (spatial location of items at encoding versus task
performed at encoding). The ERPs in the two episodic tasks
shared commonalities that distinguished them from those in
the semantic retrieval task, yet also differed as a function of
the sought-for information. These results were interpreted in
terms of dissociable neural correlates of retrieval mode and
retrieval orientation. This would be consistent with the
separate effects of retrieval task (i.e., effect of Direct versus
Indirect tasks) and retrieval orientation (i.e., effect of study
material in the Direct task) on the ERP to new items in the
present experiment.

3.4. Old–New effects in direct and indirect tasks and
retrieval contents

In commonwith numerous prior studies (for reviews, see Rugg
and Coles, 1995; Rugg et al., 2002), we observed the ‘classical’
parietal ERP Old/New effect in our direct memory conditions.
This took the form of a positive-going deflection for hits
relative to correct rejections, lasted from around 300 to
1200 ms, and was maximal over parietal regions. More
interestingly, the effect was modulated by the nature of the
study material, being greater in the Picture than Auditory
condition, at least from 600–1200 ms. This could reflect
different “retrieval content” in the Picture and Auditory
conditions (Wheeler and Buckner, 2003), and the sustained
ERP positivity in the Picture condition might be attributed to
retrieval of a “richer” content.

An Old/New effect was also observed in the Indirect task,
though this difference was of opposite polarity to that in the
Direct task. This could reflect an implicit memory effect (e.g.,
conceptual priming; Roediger and McDermott, 1993), though
we note that (1) there was no behavioral priming, and (2) the
effect appeared to be driven mainly by new items in the
Auditory condition (see Fig. 6).

To summarize, our data indicate that retrieval cues are
subjected to different kinds of processing depending whether
subjects are performing a direct or an indirect retrieval task.
The previously reported ERP retrieval orientation effect is
apparent in the direct retrieval conditions, replicating earlier
ERP results (e.g., Hornberger et al., 2004), but not in the indirect
conditions. We believe that this retrieval orientation effect
reflects differences in the manner in which people process
retrieval cues as a function of the degree of constraint applied
to cue processing. Further elaboration of this idea is planned
in future experiments.
4. Experimental procedure

4.1. Design overview

We crossed the factors of study material (auditory words versus
pictures) and retrieval task (direct versus indirect) to generate four
conditions: direct-auditory, direct-picture, indirect-auditory, and
indirect-picture.

4.2. Subjects

Nineteen subjects participated. All were right-handed and had
English as their first language. Data are reported from sixteen
subjects (11 female), aged between 18 and 35 years. Data from the
remaining three subjects were rejected due to the failure to form
ERPs from fewer than 16 artefact-free trials in one or more of the
critical experimental conditions. All subjects gave informed
consent before participating in the study (which was approved
by an Institutional Ethics committee) and were compensated at
the rate of £7.50 per hour.

4.3. Experimental materials

The pool of experimental items consisted of 320 color pictures
of nameable objects and 320 words corresponding to the names
of the objects (all pictures elicited name agreement among at
least 4 of 6 pilot subjects). In addition, 320 auditory representa-
tions of these names were created. 288 stimulus triplets (i.e.,
picture, plus corresponding visual and auditory names) were
selected as critical items. The remaining items were employed
as practice or filler items. Auditory words were spoken by a
male native English speaker and recorded in stereo with a
sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and 16 bit resolution. The waveforms
were filtered to remove ambient noise and edited so as to
onset at the beginning of an auditory ‘frame’ that lasted for a
total of 1500 ms.

For each subject, random sampling from the item pool created
four study lists. Each list contained 36 critical stimuli along with 2
filler items, which padded the beginning of the list. Two of the lists
contained auditory words, the other two contained pictures. Test
lists, one corresponding to each study list, contained a random
ordering of the 36 critical items belonging to the study list, along
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with 36 unstudied items. A further four filler items were used to
pad the beginning of the list (2 items) and to act as the first 2 items
after the mid-way break. The unstudied items employed in the
four test lists were selected randomly, without replacement, from
the item pool. Test lists consisted exclusively of visually presented
words. Thus, each subject underwent 4 study test cycles in which
studied items were either pictures or auditory words, and test
items were always visual words. For each pair of study lists
composed of the same class of items, one test list was formed
from items also belonging to that class, and one was formed from
the alternative class.

4.4. Procedure

Prior to the experiment, subjects were fitted with an electrode
cap (see ‘ERP recording and analysis’). They were seated in a
sound attenuated room facing a computer monitor. Experimental
stimuli were presented in central vision on a light grey
background that subtended 3.8 × 3.8°. Pictures were shown in
color within this frame and subtended vertical and horizontal
visual angles of 3.7°. Words were displayed in black upper case
letters and subtended a vertical visual angle of 0.4° and a
maximum horizontal angle of 3.7°.

Study trials consisted of the presentation of a fixation
character (‘+’) for 500 ms. The screen was blanked for 120 ms
and followed by the presentation of the stimulus for 1500 ms. For
the auditory word condition, the stimulus presentation took the
form of the presentation over headphones of a 1500 ms auditory
frame containing the study item. The screen was then blanked
until the subject responded, after which the next trial was
initiated. The study task remained consistent across all four
study phases. In each study phase, each subject was asked to
decide whether the denoted object was more likely to be found
indoors or outdoors. Judgements were signaled by pressing one
of two response keys with either the left or right index finger.

Test trials began with the presentation of a fixation character
(‘+’) for 1200 ms, after which the screen was blanked for 120 ms.
This interval was followed by the presentation of the test item for
500ms. A second fixation character (‘*’) then appeared for 2400ms.
The screen was then blanked, and the next trial initiated 200 ms
later. The task differed according to whether the subject was
required to make a recognition judgement (i.e., direct retrieval
task) or a size judgement (i.e., indirect retrieval task). In the two
direct test conditions, subjects judged whether each test item
corresponded to a study item (either a picture or an auditory word)
in the immediately preceding study phase. In the two indirect test
conditions, the judgement was whether or not each presented
item would, in real life, fit into a shoebox. Subjects were told that
some items in the test phase of the indirect conditions were
studied previously, but this was irrelevant to their task, so they
should concentrate on the semantic judgement.

Subjects were instructed to respond as quickly as possible
without sacrificing accuracy. During each test phase, a brief rest
interval was provided half way through to relieve fatigue. Prior to
the presentation of the first study list proper, 4 short study test
cycles were administered, one for each condition, to familiarize
subjects with the experimental tasks and procedures. The order of
the direct/indirect task, and of the two types of study material,
was counterbalanced across subjects, as were the hands
employed for ‘yes’ and ‘no’ responses.
4.5. ERP recording and analysis

EEG was recorded from 31 silver/silver chloride electrodes.
Twenty-nine of these were embedded in an elasticated cap
(these 29 sites were a subset of the ‘montage 10’ provided by the
supplier of the electrode cap http://www.easycap.de/easycap/
english/schemae.htm; see Fig. 2). The remaining 2 electrodes
were placed on each mastoid process. Vertical and horizontal
EOG were recorded from bipolar electrode pairs situated above
and under the right eye and on the outer canthus of the left and
right eye. Recordings were made with reference to the mid-
frontal electrode (‘Fz’ of the international 10–20 system) and
were re-referenced offline to averaged mastoids. EEG and EOG
were amplified with a bandwidth of 0.03–35 Hz (3dB points) and
digitized (12 bit resolution) at a sampling rate of 8 ms per point.
For each test trial, the recording epoch lasted for 2048 ms, which
included a 128 ms pre-stimulus baseline period to give a post-
stimulus recording epoch of 1920 ms. A correction procedure
was applied to minimize trials rejected due to blink artefact.
This used linear regression to estimate and correct the
contribution of blink artefact to the EEG. Trials containing
horizontal and vertical eye movements other than blinks were
rejected, as were trials with A/D saturation or baseline drift
exceeding +55 μV.

ERPs were digitally low-pass filtered (3dB down at 19.4 Hz)
and quantified by measurement of the mean amplitude (with
respect to the mean pre-stimulus baseline) of selected latency
regions (see below). Averaged ERPs were formed for correctly
rejected new items in each of the four conditions. To ensure
adequate signal-to-noise ratios, subjects were excluded if they
contributed fewer than 16 artefact-free trials in any experi-
mental condition.
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